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Introduction 

u Goal is to efficiently model street networks 
while providing extensive user control over 
result. 

u Solution compelling for 
u  Film and Video Game industry 
u  Urban planning 
u  Training applications 



Challenges 

u  The classic approach to modeling street networks is 
based on L-systems. 
u  Start from a single street and procedurally add more streets to 

create a complete network. 

u  This produces high quality results, however, lacks 
extensive user control. 
u  Streets can be modified on a segment level but this is 

cumbersome and time consuming. 
u  Difficult to produce a street network that matches user 

expectations. 



Proposed Solution 

u  Use tensor fields to guide procedural generation of 
street networks. 
 

u  Support a variety of user-inputs in the street 
generation algorithm. 
 

u  Allow user to edit street network interactively by 
either modifying underlying tensor field or by editing 
streets on a segment level. 



Related Work - Road Construction 

u Road graphs are inherently difficult to model because 
they exhibit a mixture of regular and organic patterns. 
 

u General resources for road construction referenced 
u Geometry of road construction from Civil Engineering Lit. 
u Highway Capacity Manual 
u High level concept from Urban Design literature 

 
u  Internet based mapping services referenced for 

sample designs (but not to match their results). 



Related Work - Graph Generation 

u  The predominant algorithm for street modeling 
extends L-systems to grow street segments like 
branches of a tree until they intersect an existing 
segment [Parish and Müller 2001]. 
 

u  Inspiration from algorithms to model ice ray lattice 
design [Stiny 1977]. 
 

u  Inspiration from graph generation algorithms 
proposed in the context of leaf venation patterns 
[Runions et al. 2005]. 



Contributions 

u The use of tensor fields to generate street graphs is a 
novel concept. 

u A hybrid algorithm allowing the modification of graphs. 
u A modeling framework that produces high quality 

results. 
u A novel brush interface for graph editing. 
u  Incorporated existing techniques for graph and tensor 

field editing into framework (such as rotation fields 
and boundary computations). 

u An improved tracing algorithm. 



Implementation Overview 

u  The tensor field based framework allows both global and 
local control to accommodate varying constraints, such 
as north-south and east-west patterns in the city while 
also following a coastline. 

u  First, a basis tensor field is generated. A user then 
creates local tensor fields that are ultimately blended 
with the global basis field to customize the final result. 



Basis Field Generation 

u  Grid patterns - commonly used to model roads in a city 
 
 
 
 
 
u  Where                          and  

 
u  Radial patterns - used to place road around a monument or model residential 

areas 
 
 
 
   
u  Where x = xp – x0 and y = yp – y0 



Combining Basis Fields  

u  Each constraint is converted into basis tensor field over the entire 
domain, then all constraints are blended so that the desired 
patterns remain at their specified locations. 

u  The user specified tensor fields are summed using a radial-basis 
function to create a global basis tensor field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
u  d – decay constant 
u  p is a point in the computational domain 
u  Ti is the position of design element 



Extrapolating Tensor Values 

u  The following discrete Laplacian equations are solved to 
extrapolate tensor values to other vertices in the region. 
 
 
 
 
 
u T(v) tensor values at vertex v 
u v, Ji – indexes of vertices adjacent to vertex v𝑖 
u  𝜔ij = 1/Ni - Ni is the number of vertices adjacent to vi ij = 1/Ni - Ni is the number of vertices adjacent to vi 



Example sequence of user modeling steps 

1 3 

1.  User places tensor field design elements on initial water map.  
2.  The major road network is modeled 
3.  User refines the initial major road layout by placing new tensor field design 

elements. 
4.  Result of radial design element on major road network. 
5.  User adds rotation noise field to create irregular structures. 
6.  Minor road network generated. 

2 4 5 6 



Framework Pipeline - Step One 

 Allow the user to produce a tensor field using 
various operations, and support iterative 
refinement 
 
u Computing tensor fields from boundaries 
u Combining individual basis fields 
u Using novel brush stroke interface 
u Rotating field with noise 



Framework Pipeline - Step Two 
 
 Compute streets as hyperstreamlines of the 
tensor field. 
 
u Street network stored as a graph G = (V, E) 
u Nodes with three or more edges are 

crossings 
u Road attributes (such as width and 

markings) are stored at nodes and edges 



Modeling Pipeline - Step Three 

 Geometry generation module creates three-
dimensional street and building geometry to 
obtain a complete city.  
 
u This step is not a major focus of this paper. 



Three Step Pipeline Summarized 

Step One 
Water map and tensor 
field defined. 

Step Two 
Tensor field and 
additional editing used to 
generate road network. 
 

Step Three 
Three dimensional 
geometry created for 
complete city. 
 



Results 

u  A reasonably complex city can be modeled in about 5 
minutes. 

u  The cities shown in the following slide took about 5 
minutes to generate the main layout, and an 
additional 30 to 60 minutes to fine tune the details 
and experiment with the design to obtain a specific 
look. 

u  Note: The goal is to generate maps inspired by real 
world maps, not replicate real world cities. 



Results (Cont.) 

Generated representation of 
downtown Taipei, Taiwan 

Generated representation 
of downtown Portland, OR 



Strengths 

u  Tensor field design allows the user to quickly 
generate an initial street layout. 

u  Initial street layouts can be further modified at 
either the tensor field level or the graph level. 

u  This flexibility is unmatched by graph model 
editors when creating typical street patterns. 



Limitations 

u Currently, the system uses a single level of 
spatial resolution. This makes it difficult to 
modify the tensor fields at different scales. 

u Streets favor a 2 direction mapping when 
being generated by tensor fields. This 
restricts customization options. 



Conclusions 

u Procedural methods can dramatically reduce the time 
it takes to model urban environments. 

u Production companies have been reluctant to adopt 
procedural methods because they typically do not lead 
to customizable results. 

u The proposed modeling framework integrates 
procedural methods with both high-level and low-level 
user input to allow the results to achieve an expected 
look. 



Future Work 

u Modeling with tensor fields may also be useful for other 
graph generation problems, such as the modeling of 
cracks, fractures, ice crystals, and leaf venation 
patterns. 

u  N-way rotational symmetry fields can be used to relax 
the 2 direction preference for street networks caused 
by the tensor fields. 

u  Include image based editing techniques in the tools. 


